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Autumn 2020 Home Learning Expectations  
Year 6 PACK 2 (7 days)  Name: _____________________________ Date pack started: ______________ 
 

Where pupils are in quarantine or a bubble, a year group or the school needs to shut down during the Autumn term, this pack provides learning 
activities for the following approximate hours of focused learning time per day that pupils will need to complete. Some tasks will require you submit photographs of the completed 
learning to your child’s class teacher, so we can assess and celebrate their progress. Please see expectations on the overviews for each day of learning. This pack must be handed 
into school the day after 7 days of learning. 

Year Nursery Reception Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 

Learning time 
expectations 

1 hour of learning 
Lots of play and exploration 

2 hours per day 2 hours per day 3 hours per day 3-4 hours per day 4 hours per day 4-5 hours per day 

 

Day Reading Reading Writing Grammar Spelling TTRS 
Maths - 

Arithmetic 
Maths - 

Reasoning 
Other subjects 

1 
Read for 30 minutes. Fill 
in and parent sign the 
reading log. 

News Debate: 
Cashing In 

Use RACE to 

answer a 

question 

Grammar 
tasks 

Practise 
Spellings 

15 mins 
Multiply 3-digit 

by 1-digit 
numbers 

Multiply 4-
digits by 1 -

digits 

Science: Black Hole 
investigation 

2 
Read for 30 minutes. Fill 
in and parent sign the 
reading log. 

The Simple 
Physics of 

Soccer 

Expand bullet 
points into 
sentences 

15 mins 
Divide numbers 

up to 4 digits by a 
1-digit number 

Multiply 2 
digits (area 

model) 

Art: Drawing the basic 
shapes 

3 
Read for 30 minutes. Fill 
in and parent sign the 
reading log. 

Why am I so 
tired? 

Summarising a 
text 

15 mins 
Apply knowledge 
of multiplication 

to solve problems 

Multiply 2-
digits by 2 

digits  

Humanities: The Digital 
Revolution 

4 
Read for 30 minutes. Fill 
in and parent sign the 
reading log. 

A Sudden Slice 
of Summer 

Write a story 
opener 

15 mins 
Divide numbers 

up to 4 digits by a 
1-digit number 

Multiply 3-
digits by 2-

digits 
Art: Continuous line 

5 
Read for 30 minutes. Fill 
in and parent sign the 
reading log. 

Grown Up Poetry writing 15 mins Quiz time! 
Multiply 4-
digits by 2 

digits 

Music: Composition 
and Performance 
Art: Mark making 

6 
Read for 30 minutes. Fill 
in and parent sign the 
reading log. 

       
Research project: 

Research a topic that 
interests you and 

present it in a creative 
way! 7 

Read for 30 minutes. Fill 
in and parent sign the 
reading log. 
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Pack 2 Day 1 
Please submit photographs of any tasks ticked in the right column to your child’s class 

teacher. 
 

6 Nottingham, Mr. Holmes, r.holmes@kingsolomonacademy.org 
6 Plymouth, Mr. Quinn, d.quinn@kingsolomonacademy.org 

6 Birmingham, Ms. Thomas, m.thomas@kingsolomonacademy.org 
 

Subject Task title 
Page 

numbers 
✓ 

Completed 
✓Photo 

submission 

Reading News Debate: Cashing In 3   

Grammar Grammar tasks 7   

Spelling Spelling practise 8   

Writing Use RACE to answer a question 9   

TTRS Times Table Rockstars Online N/A   

Arithmetic Multiply 3-digit by 1-digit numbers 10   

Reasoning Multiply 4-digits by 1-digits 13  ✓  

Science Black Hole investigation 15   
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Reading - Day 1 

News Debate: Cashing In 
 

Should kids be paid for doing well in school? 

 
Need money? Then study up! Some cities are offering kids cash for doing well in school. 

In New York City, some fourth graders will receive up to $25 this year for every state test 

they ace. Schools in other states also offer incentives: In one Massachusetts town, kids 

receive 

$25 for perfect attendance. In Dallas, some schools motivate, or encourage, kids by 

giving students $2 for every book they read. 

 

Some people say the incentives are a good way to motivate kids to study. Others say 

paying children to learn is wrong because kids are the ones who benefit from schoolwork. 

WR News student reporters Andrew Jing and Katelyn Vlastaris each took a side. 

 

 

No! 
 
"Getting good grades in school is what kids are supposed to be 

doing." 

Paying kids for getting good grades in school? That's outrageous! Getting good grades 

in school is what kids are supposed to be doing. Students get the benefit from education, 

so why should we get paid? You don't expect to get paid to eat, do you? 
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Your teachers and staff have already gone to school and have already gotten 

their educations. They don't need your good grades. You do! 

 

"It's not like a job. You get good grades for your own good," says student Rolina Luo. 

 
Many important things in life are not necessarily motivated by money. Education is 

one of them. 

 

Try to do well in school so that you'll have a better shot at being successful in the real 

world. You shouldn't have to be paid to do that. 

 

 

Yes! 
 
"If you reward us, it may motivate us to do great in subjects we don't 

like." 

Adults go to work and get paid for their jobs. A kid's job is to go to school. By paying us for 

doing well in school, you are helping prepare us for the real world. If you give us a toy, we 

can play with it. If you give us money, however, we can save it or buy something nice. We 

can even give it to charity. Almost anything is possible! 

 

Student Brett Upperman agrees that kids should be rewarded with money for 

schoolwork. "Kids need money so we can save it for college. And I want to buy a house 

someday," says Brett. 

 

If you reward us with money, it may motivate us to do great in subjects we don't like, and 

then we'll start doing well by ourselves. This could give us a big boost for the rest of our 

lives. 
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1. According to the text, how much money do some students receive for perfect attendance? 

A. $25 

B. $10 

C. $2 

D. $0 

 
2. How does the author present the information in this text? 

A. The author describes the issue of paying students for doing well in school, then sets forth arguments for 

and against paying for grades. 

B. The author describes different states in the U.S. that are paying students for schoolwork, and then 

points out that student reporters took sides on this issue. 

C. The author states that getting good grades in school is what kids are supposed to be doing, then 

argues that students should work hard in school so they will be successful in the future. 

D. The author proposes that rewarding students will help them do well in subjects they don't like, then 

compares adults going to work to children going to school. 

 
3. Read these sentences from the text. 

 
In New York City, some fourth graders will receive up to $25 

this year for every state test they ace. Schools in other states 

also offer incentives: In one Massachusetts town, kids receive 

$25 for perfect attendance. In Dallas, some schools motivate, 

or encourage, kids by giving students $2 for every book they 

read. 

What can you conclude based on this evidence? 

A. All cities and towns provide students with financial incentives to improve their performance in school. 

B. Some cities offer rewards to students for their achievements at school, but not every city rewards the 
same behavior. 

C. The parents of students are responsible for providing the money to their students if the school can't 

afford it. 

D. In Massachusetts, students can get paid $25 dollars for attendance and $2 for every book they read. 

 
4. What can be inferred from the text? 

A. All students in New York City are paid $25 for good state test scores. 

B. It is a bad idea to pay students to do well in school. 

C. Not all schools pay their students to do well. 

D. Paying students to do well in school is very effective. 
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5. What would be another good title for this text? 

A. The Pros and Cons of Paying Students for Good Grades 

B. Education Benefits You for Life 

C. Money for Grades Equals Gifts to Charity 

D. Paid to Succeed on the Test 

 
6. Read these sentences from the text. 

 
Student Brett Upperman agrees that kids should be rewarded with money for 

schoolwork. "Kids need money so we can save it for college. And I want to 

buy a house someday," says Brett. 

 
In these sentences, what does the word "rewarded" most nearly mean? 

A. given another chance to succeed 

B. given poor-quality items 

C. given a strong education 

D. given something for good work 

 
7. Choose the word that best completes the sentence. 

 
Some people are against paying kids for good grades  they feel it is a 

student's responsibility to do well on their own. 

A. because 

B. when 

C. and 

D. although 

 
8. How do some schools in the city of Dallas try to motivate students to read? 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

 
9. What do you think might make a school more likely to consider paying students? Use evidence from 

the text to support your answer. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 
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Arithmetic - Lesson 1  

LO: To multiply 3-digit by 1-digit numbers  

Use the squared paper underneath. You must show your 

working out.  

Task 1: 

1)  184 x 6 =  

2)  265 x 4 =  

3)  4 x 129 =  

4)  538 x 5 =  

 

Task 2:  

1)  733 x 2 

2)  439 x 3 

3)  553 x 7  

4)  572 x 8 

 

Task 3: 

1)  4 x 178 

2)  835 x 8 

3)  136 x 8 

4)  467 x 7 

5)  778 x 6 

 

Challenge: 798 x 27 
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Reasoning - Day 1 – Multiplication and Division  

Part A 
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Part B 

 

Part C 
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Year 6 Science 

Black Holes  

Task 1: Read the following information about Black Holes.  

Hawking developed theories about how black holes are formed, how they behave and 

where they can be found in the universe. This is one of his theories. 

 

A black hole is a place where gravity has got so 

strong that it pulls matter down into it and doesn't 

let any of this matter escape, not even light. 

Anything too close to a black hole will be sucked 

down into it and trapped forever.  

 

Imagine it is like a river with a waterfall. If you are swimming 

in the river away from the waterfall you may be able to 

swim fast enough so that you don’t go over the edge, but 

as you get nearer ot the edge you cannot swim fast 

enough to escape the current of water. Eventually you will 

be pulled over the edge of the waterfall!  

 

This is how matter is pulled into a black hole. The edge of 

the black hole is called the event horizon. Past the event 

horizon, nothing can travel fast enough to escape the 

black hole.  

 

 

Task 2 – Read the instructions about two investigations we can carry out to help us 

understand more about black holes.  

You can conduct one, or both investigations and then complete the report for task 3. We 

would love to see some photos of you conducting the investigation! If you don’t have the 

equipment needed for the investigation, then search for them on YouTube so you can see 

what is happening.  

Investigation 1:  

1. Inflate a balloon so that it is around 10cm in diameter.  

 

2. Wrap the balloon in several layers of tinfoil.  
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This represents a star – the balloon is its hot, burning core and the layers of tinfoil are the 

layers of gas surrounding the core.  

Imagine the star has reached the end of its life and the core has run out of fuel to burn.  

3. Carefully pop the balloon with a pin. Squash and squeeze the foil layers around the 

popped balloon.  

 

This shows how gravity compresses the star around its collapsed core. The dead star 

still has the same amount of mass (stuff), but it has been squashed to small point. This 

means it has become more dense and because it is so dense it has a huge 

gravitational pull on all the objects around it!  

 

               

 

Investigation 2:   

1. Two or three members of your group should hold the edges of a piece of stretch 

fabric so that it is stretched out tightly.  

 

This fabric represents space!  

 

2. Another member of your family should roll a marble across the fabric. Watch how it 

travels!  

 

This marble represents stuff traveling through space, such as light, a planet or an 

asteroid.  

 

3. Now place a heavier ball (or object) in the centre of the fabric. How does it alter the 

shape of the fabric?  

 

This ball represents a black hole. It curves the fabric of space.  

 

4. Roll the marble across the fabric again and observe how it travels differently now that 

the heavy ball is there. Experiment with rolling it slowly and quickly.  

Notice how the heavy ball pulls the fabric down to form a hole or a well that pulls the 

marble down. Once it is in the hole it cannot escape! This is how black holes pull 

objects into themselves and demonstrates why objects cannot escape from black 

holes.  
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Task 4: 

Design a poster about what you’ve learnt from your experiments about black holes.  

Your poster must answer the following questions.  

How are black holes formed?  

How do black holes behave?  

What happens when objects travel near to a black hole?  

Which famous scientist wrote important theories about black holes?  

 

When finished please do email t.young@kingsolomonacademy.org photos of your amazing 

posters – the best ones will be posted to twitter!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:t.young@kingsolomonacademy.org
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Pack 2 Day 2 
Please submit photographs of any tasks ticked in the right column to your child’s class 

teacher. 
 

6 Nottingham, Mr. Holmes, r.holmes@kingsolomonacademy.org 
6 Plymouth, Mr. Quinn, d.quinn@kingsolomonacademy.org 

6 Birmingham, Ms. Thomas, m.thomas@kingsolomonacademy.org 
 

Subject Task title 
Page 

numbers 
✓ 

Completed 
✓Photo 

submission 

Reading The Simple Physics of Soccer 20   

Grammar Grammar tasks 25   

Writing Expand bullet points into sentences 26   

Spelling Spelling practise 27   

TTRS Times Table Rockstars Online N/A   

Arithmetic 
Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a 1-

digit number 
28   

Reasoning Multiply 2 digits (area model) 31   

Art Drawing the basic shapes 33   
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Reading - Day 2 

The Simple Physics of Soccer 
 

 

Everyone knows that kicking a soccer ball causes it to roll across the grass. But what 

makes this happen? What is required to make the ball move faster? What's the 

difference, in other words, between passing the soccer ball to a teammate and shooting 

for the goal? 

 

Kicking a ball may seem simple, but physicists spent years trying to figure out why objects 

move the way they do. What they discovered is that kicking a soccer ball requires applying 

force to the surface of the ball. The greater the force, the faster the ball will go, and the 

further it will travel. How much force you apply to the ball, that is, will often determine 

whether you score a goal or not. 

 

The combination of force and distance equals what is called "work." In this case, we don't 

mean the noun form of work, like a job. We are talking about work as a verb, as a form of 

action. Work can be taking out the trash or cleaning dishes in your house. Furniture movers 

work by carrying chairs and tables out of one apartment and into another. If the first 

apartment is on the second floor and the second apartment is on the fourth floor, carrying 

the furniture into the second apartment will require about twice as much work as the first. 

 

Keep in mind that force and work are not the same things as energy. Energy comes in 

several forms. But the best way to understand it is as something that creates the ability to 

do work. 
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When someone says, "I don't have any energy," what do they usually mean? Often, 

they mean they don't have the strength or motivation to work. 

 

Without energy, it is hard to play soccer or lift furniture. In fact, it may even be difficult to 

get out of bed. Energy is what allows us to do work. The more energy we have, the more 

work we can do. 

 

Mathematicians use the following simple equation to define the meaning of work: force x 

distance = work. The heavier an object is, in other words, the more force it exerts in the 

form of gravity. Picking an anvil up off the ground requires more energy than picking up a 

feather. If you're interested in building muscles, though, keep in mind that lifting heavier 

things will make you stronger over time. And the stronger you are, the more likely you are 

to win at soccer. 
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1. Which sport does the passage use to examine physics? 

A. baseball 

B. football 

C. hockey 

D. soccer 

 
2. What does the author describe in the passage? 

A. how to score a goal in soccer 

B. the relationship between work, force, and distance 

C. physics experiments that led to important discoveries 

D. different types of energy 

 
3. A soccer ball will travel a greater distance the harder it is kicked. What evidence 

from the text best supports this statement? 

A. Physicists spent years trying to figure out why objects move the way they do. 

B. Kicking a soccer ball requires applying force to the surface of the ball. 

C. The greater the force, the faster the ball will go, and the further it will travel. 

D. How much force you apply to the ball will often determine whether you score a goal 

or not. 

 
4. What is the difference between passing the ball to a teammate and shooting a goal? 

A. the amount of force applied to the ball 

B. the way that the ball rolls 

C. the distance the ball has to travel 

D. it is more difficult to pass the ball 

 
5. What is this passage mostly about? 

A. geometry 

B. biology 

C. physics 

D. chemistry 
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6. Read the following sentences: "Everyone knows that kicking a soccer ball causes it 

to roll across the grass. But what makes this happen? What is "required" to make the 

ball move faster?" 

 

What does required mean? 

A. allowed 

B. needed 

C. ordered 

D. stopped 

 

 

 
7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below. 

 
The tired soccer player does not have any energy left;  , he is unable to 

do any more work. 

A. however 

B. finally 

C. specifically 

D. therefore 

 

 

 
8. Define "work." 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ 
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9. Why does carrying furniture up four flights of stairs require twice as much work 

as carrying furniture up two flights of stairs? 

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

10. Imagine three different soccer players are shooting at the goal. Player A has a 

lightweight ball and is close to the goal, Player B has a heavy ball and is close to the 

goal, and Player C has a heavy ball and is far from the goal. Which player will need 

the most energy to score a goal, and which player will need the least energy? 

Support your answer using the text. 

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ 
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GRAMMAR 

Circle the adjectives in this sentence. 

It took her a long time to reach the local shops, but she enjoyed their delicious apples.  

 

Insert the missing inverted commas in this sentence. 

She grew much angrier, Stop doing that!!  

 

Underline the parenthesis in this sentence. 

It was a beautiful, if not chilly, day in London.  

 

Add a relative clause to this sentence – remember to punctuate it correctly!  

I am going to buy my sister a cat for her birthday.  

 

Circle the adverb in this sentence. 

Ms Samuels visited the supermarket yesterday.   
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SPELLING 

Practise each word using a spelling staircase. Choose two and write their definitions. Choose two to write in 

sentences. 

build  busy 

business calendar 

caught  centre 

century  certain 

circle  complete 
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WRITING 

Turn these fragments into full sentences. 

 

E.g. kicking a soccer ball causes → Everyone knows that kicking a soccer ball causes is to roll. 

 

the combination of force  

 

energy not the same  

 

simple equation to define  
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Arithmetic - Lesson 2  

LO: To divide numbers up to 4 digits by a 1-digit numbers.  

 

Task 1: 

1) 270 ÷ 6 = 

2) 430 ÷ 5 = 

3) 348 ÷ 4 = 

4) 276 ÷ 3 = 

5) 992 ÷ 8 = 

 

 Task 2: 

1) 2025 ÷ 5 = 

2) 2618 ÷ 7 = 

3) 3430 ÷ 4 = 

4) 4617 ÷ 9 = 

 

Task 3: 

1)  8550 ÷ 5 = 

2)  1800 ÷ 4 = 

3)  39835 ÷ 3 = 

4)  20448 ÷ 6 = 

 

Use the squared paper underneath. You must show your 

working out.  
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Reasoning - Day 2 – Area Model 

Part A 

Part B 

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

Part C 
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Part D 
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Pack 1 Day 3 
Please submit photographs of any tasks ticked in the right column to your child’s class 

teacher. 
 

6 Nottingham, Mr. Holmes, r.holmes@kingsolomonacademy.org 
6 Plymouth, Mr. Quinn, d.quinn@kingsolomonacademy.org 

6 Birmingham, Ms. Thomas, m.thomas@kingsolomonacademy.org 
 

Subject Task title 
Page 

numbers 
✓ 

Completed 
✓Photo 

submission 

Reading Why am I so Tired? 36   

Grammar Grammar tasks 42   

Writing Summarising a text 43   

Spelling Spelling practise 44   

TTRS Times Table Rockstars Online N/A   

Arithmetic 
Apply knowledge of multiplication to 

solve problems 
45   

Reasoning Multiply 2-digits by 2-digits 48   

Humanities The Digital Revolution 50  ✓  
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Reading - Day 3 

Why Am I So Tired? 

 

Imagine a girl named Katy. It is nighttime, and she plops into bed exhausted. Her first day in 

the new neighborhood has been stressful for her. There was the work of unpacking. There 

were the curious stares from the neighbors. Would she make friends? Would this new place 

ever feel like home? Now she just needs to get some sleep. But tomorrow would be worse. 

It is the first day of school! 

She turns out the light, punches the pillow into a comfortable shape-and stares at the wall. And stares. And 

stares. Oh, no-not again, she thinks to herself. She turns over on her back and looks at her clock. The lighted 

dial of her clock shows midnight. The next time she looks, it is 1 a.m., then 2 a.m. Perfect. I'll certainly make an 

impression on the kids in the lunchroom tomorrow, especially if I fall asleep face down in my soup! I'll bet they 

haven't seen that before. Katy has a sleep disorder called insomnia. 

According to the United States National Institutes of Health, about 50 to 70 million 

Americans have sleep disorders that interrupt their sleep. Sleep disorders affect people in 

every age group. 

Here's a look at some of the most common sleep disorders. 
 

Insomnia: Eyes Wide Open 
 

People with insomnia have trouble falling asleep and staying asleep. They are often 
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grouchy the next morning and can't concentrate. 

Poor sleep habits, such as irregular bedtimes and waking times, staying late at a party, 
watching TV, being on the Internet endlessly, and using a computer right before bed can 
cause insomnia. 
Stress is often the main cause of insomnia. You may have had mild insomnia the night 

before a big test. Like Katy, you probably have had some sleepless nights when 

something stressful was going on in your life, such as moving or trouble at home. This kind 

of insomnia usually goes away when the event that causes the stress is over. 

Changing your habits or talking with someone about your problems may help to cure 

insomnia. In some cases, a doctor can recommend medication to help you get to sleep. 

 

Restless Leg Syndrome 
 
If you have Restless Leg Syndrome (RLS), your legs feel like they're tingling or aching 

when you lie down in bed. The only way to stop the unpleasant feeling is to get up and 

move around. That keeps you from falling asleep or wakes you up if you were already 

asleep. 

RLS may be inherited, or it may occur because of nerve damage in the legs. Different 

kinds of therapies can help to control RLS. Certain medicines may also help relieve RLS. 

 

Sleep Apnea 
 
Sleep apnea is a breathing disorder in which you actually stop breathing at times during 

sleep. It usually happens when your windpipe is blocked and air can't get through. Your 

brain wakes you just enough to signal you to breathe. These pauses may happen from 20 

times a night to several hundred times a night. You're sleepy during the day because you 

didn't get enough sleep, but you don't remember waking up. 

One common cause of sleep apnea in adults is obesity. Losing weight often helps a lot. 

Other people with sleep apnea can avoid the problem by sleeping on their sides. Children 

with sleep apnea can often be helped by having their tonsils or adenoids removed. 

 

Sleepwalking and Night Terrors 
 
Most kids outgrow these two disorders by the age of 12. If you or someone in your family 

sleepwalks, move things that are easy to trip over. Make sure windows and doors to the 

outside are locked. It is also best to put gates up by staircases. You don't need to wake up 

a person who is sleepwalking; just lead him or her back to bed. However, if you need to 

wake up a sleepwalker, it is okay to do so. 
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Someone who has night terrors wakes up screaming. Then, usually about 10 to 20 

minutes later, he or she goes back to sleep. Sometimes a few minutes of quiet talk may 

help to calm the person back to sleep. Someone who experiences night terrors often 

doesn't remember the incident in the morning. 

 

Sleep Rhythms 
 

This isn't a disorder, but it is important. People in different age groups have different sleep 

rhythms. Kids in elementary school need nine to twelve hours of sleep each night. This 

means kids usually go to bed sometime between 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. For many preteens and 

teens, they may not be ready to go to bed until around 11 p.m. Researchers have found that 

a teenager's brain works on a different schedule. One school district in Minnesota changed 

the starting time of the high school from 7:20 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. The teachers found that the 

students were then ready to learn in their first period class. Many students' grades went up. 

Sleep gives the brain time to repair nerve connections and to store information. When 

you're not getting enough sleep, you can lose your good judgment. Poor sleep also makes 

it harder to learn new things. Don't let a sleep disorder rob you of your ZZZ time. 

 

How to Get Enough ZZZs 
 
Here are some tips for getting to sleep and staying asleep. 

 
· Avoid caffeine within four to six hours of bedtime. That means staying away from sodas and coffee. 

· Exercise daily, but avoid strenuous exercise within six hours of bedtime. 

· Keep your bed for sleeping. Don't do homework on it. 

· If you can't fall asleep, leave your bedroom and go somewhere else to read. Go back to bed when you 

are relaxed and sleepy. 

· Get up at about the same time on weekdays and on weekends. 

· If you nap, do it before 3 o'clock in the afternoon, and don't sleep for more than an hour. 

· Get into bright light quickly in the morning, but avoid it in the evening. 

· Wind down before going to bed. Avoid heavy reading, studying, and computer games within an hour of 

going to bed. 
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1. What sleep disorder does Katy have? 

A. insomnia 

B. restless leg syndrome 

C. sleep apnea 

D. sleepwalking 

 
2. Insomnia is an effect that can have more than one cause. What is one cause of 

insomnia? 

A. relaxation 

B. stress 

C. sleepwalking 

D. getting good grades 

 
3. Read these sentences from the text. 

 
For many preteens and teens, they may not be ready to go to 

bed until around 11 p.m. Researchers have found that a 

teenager's brain works on a different schedule. One school 

district in Minnesota changed the starting time of the high 

school from 7:20 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. The teachers found that the 

students were then ready to learn in their first period class. 

Many students' grades went up. 

 

Based on this information, why might students' grades have gone up? 

A. The students were going to bed before 11 p.m. 

B. The students liked the teachers of their first period classes. 

C. The students were getting less sleep. 

D. The students were getting more sleep. 
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4. Read this sentence from the text. 

 
Poor sleep habits, such as irregular bedtimes and waking times, 

staying late at a party, watching TV, being on the Internet 

endlessly, and using a computer right before bed can cause 

insomnia. 

 

Based on this evidence, what might be a solution to insomnia? 

A. waking up at a different time every day of the week 

B. going to bed at a different time every day of the week 

C. watching a lot of TV 

D. avoiding using a computer right before bed 

 
5. What is the main idea of this text? 

A. People with insomnia are often grouchy in the morning because they have not slept well. 

B. Children with sleep apnea may have their tonsils and adenoids removed to help them 

sleep. 

C. There are different kinds of sleep disorders and different ways to handle them. 

D. Sleep gives the brain time to repair nerve connections and store information. 

 
6. Read these sentences about Katy from the text. 

 
She turns out the light, punches the pillow into a 

comfortable shape-and stares at the wall. And stares. And 

stares. 

 

Why might the author have repeated the phrase "and stares"? 

A. to argue that most kids get too much sleep 

B. to praise Katy for trying so hard to fall asleep 

C. to bring attention to how long Katy was staring 

D. to hint that Katy should have gotten out of bed to read 
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7. Read this sentence from the text. 

 
You don't need to wake up a person who is sleepwalking; just 

lead him or her back to bed. 

 

How could this sentence best be broken in two? 

A. You don't need to wake up a person who is sleepwalking. As a result, just lead him or her 

back to bed. 

B. You don't need to wake up a person who is sleepwalking. Third, just lead him or her back 

to bed. 

C. You don't need to wake up a person who is sleepwalking. Instead, just lead him or her back 

to bed. 

D. You don't need to wake up a person who is sleepwalking. For example, just lead him or 

her back to bed. 

 
8. Describe what Katy does after turning out the light and punching her pillow. Include at 

least three details from the text in your answer. 

 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________ 

 

9. At the end of the text, the author provides a list of tips for getting to sleep and staying 

asleep. What is one of the author's tips? 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________ 

10. Which of the author's tips might have helped Katy the most? Support your answer 

with evidence from the text. 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 
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GRAMMAR 

Circle the correct word in this sentence. 

Those are my cakes over there/ their / they’re. 

 

Insert the comma in this sentence.  

Mr Etheridge who teaches Year 5 is a maths specialist.  

 

Underline the parenthesis in this sentence. 

Ms Baird (who loves art) sometimes teaches Year 6.  

 

Underline the relative clause in this sentence.  

I am reading The Wild Robot which is Ms Roberts’ favourite book.  

 

Circle the modal verb in this sentence. 

After finishing my work, I might sit on the balcony.    
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SPELLING 

Practise each word using a spelling staircase. Choose two and write their definitions. Choose two to write in 

sentences. 

consider  continue 

decide   describe 

different  difficult 

disappear  early 

earth   eight 
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Arithmetic - Lesson 3 

To apply our knowledge of multiplication to solve problems 

WRITING 

Write a summary of ‘Why am I so tired?’. Begin with the phrase ‘The most important thing about sleep 

disorders is…’ 

 

Try to include the words: 

• insomnia 

• habits 

• occur 

• difficulty  
 

 

Stretch: Write a story about a nightmare – you could put it at the beginning or the end of the narrative. 

Remember to build up suspense and create a spooky atmosphere.  
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Fill in the missing digits to complete the equation 

Use the squared paper to do your working out. 
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Reasoning - Day 3 – Multiply 2 digits by 2 digits 

Part A 

 

 

Part B 
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____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

Part C 

 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________  
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Humanities - Day 3 

Lesson 1: The Digital Revolution 

Task 1 

 

Scan the QR code and watch the video. 

Task 2 - Read the text. 

Can you imagine trying to do your school work without the internet? Or what life would be 

like without computers or smartphones? 

Today, almost anything can be done online from ordering food to playing games with your 

friends. 

But, your parents and teachers weren't so lucky 

when they were your age. 

We call this rapid development of digital 

technology, the Digital Revolution. 

Did you know that today's smartphones have 

more processing power than the Apollo 11 

spacecraft had on board when it went to the 

moon in 1969? 

Since then, the Digital Revolution has changed all of our lives. 

In the second half of the 20th century, 

scientists began to develop smaller and more 

powerful, cheaper computers.  

Until the 1980s, people didn't have computers 

in their homes or schools, and most people 

didn't even have one at work. But, computers 

soon became necessary for many jobs. 

Mobile phones then started to appear. At first, 

they were huge and could only make phone 

calls. No texting or browsing the internet. 
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Today, it's possible to communicate with people using mobile phones 

without even having to speak, without even having to be in the 

same country. 

The development of technology continues right up to the present 

day, with improvements to the internet and digital communication 

happening all the time. 

But while the digital revolution has brought many benefits, it's also 

brought new problems. For example, online bullying, clever scams 

and nasty trolling, have become serious concerns. If anything like this 

happens to you, you should talk to an adult you trust. 

Over the last 50 years, the Digital Revolution has changed the way we live, learn and work, 

and new developments will continue to change our lives in the future. 

I wonder what life will be like in another 50 years? 

Task 3 – Answer the discussion questions with detailed answers. We expect Point, 

Evidence, Explain in your responses! 

1. What is the digital revolution? 
2. How has the digital revolution changed lives? 
3. What is the industrial revolution? Are there any parallels with the digital revolution? 
4. How would life be different without the digital revolution? 
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Pack 2 Day 4 
Please submit photographs of any tasks ticked in the right column to your child’s class 

teacher. 
 

6 Nottingham, Mr. Holmes, r.holmes@kingsolomonacademy.org 
6 Plymouth, Mr. Quinn, d.quinn@kingsolomonacademy.org 

6 Birmingham, Ms. Thomas, m.thomas@kingsolomonacademy.org 
 

Subject Task title 
Page 

numbers 
✓ 

Completed 
✓Photo 

submission 

Reading A Sudden Slice of Summer 53   

Grammar Grammar tasks 59   

Writing Writing a story opener 60   

Spelling Spelling practise 61   

TTRS Times Table Rockstars Online N/A   

Arithmetic 
Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a 1-

digit number 
62   

Reasoning Multiply 3-digits by 2-digits 66   

Art Continuous line 69   
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Reading - Day 4 

A Sudden Slice of Summer 
 

 
 
 
 

The snow began to fall early this year, in November, before Susannah even had a chance 

to bring her puffed-up purple winter coat out of the closet. It did not stop. Cold white 

confetti came down on the city of Montreal morning, noon, and night, and already 

Susannah was wondering when the party would end. The other kids in her class loved the 

snow. They loved that sometimes, when the winds picked up and the roads turned icy, 

school was cancelled. 

They liked to build towering forts and snowmen, whose noses were the carrot sticks 

they found packed in their lunchboxes. 

 

Susannah despised the snow. More than that, she hated everything about wintertime. Her 

family had taken a trip to Florida two winters ago, and she wished that they could live there 

all year round. She had bobbed up and down in the ocean waves, sometimes floating on 

her back and other times, with goggles on, searching for colored fish in the water. In the 

mornings, her mother had squeezed fresh juice from the Florida-grown oranges that the 

hotel left in a basket at the front desk. With her brother and sister, Susannah had 

constructed a magnificent castle on the beach, with a moat and a long, looping flight of 

stairs. She liked feeling the sand between her fingers. It stuck together every bit as well as 

snow did, and it didn't make your teeth chatter. 
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At the end of this week, Susannah's family was going to drive an hour north to the ski hill. 

They would spend Saturday there, riding chairlifts to the top of a frosted mountain and 

following the slopes back down. Susannah refused to go with them. She wanted nothing to 

do with that thick, white, powdery stuff. It was bad enough that she had to trudge through it 

every day on her way to Sunnydale Elementary. Arrangements had been made: Grandma 

was coming to the house to look after her. She was determined to stay warm and dry. 

There were packets of hot cocoa in the pantry. 

 

Susannah's parents finished packing up the car. Her siblings, who had been throwing 

snowballs into the air and at each other, piled into the backseat. Soon the station wagon 

disappeared from view, and Grandma settled into an armchair in front of the television. In a 

few quick minutes, she was asleep. Susannah glanced outside and gave a sigh. Her hot 

chocolate was just about gone. She was about to turn towards the sink to rinse her mug 

when out of the corner of her eye she caught something green. Something green? In her 

blank, white backyard? She pressed her face up against the kitchen window. 

 

There, in the corner of the yard closest to the sliding back door, the snow had melted 

away. In its place, a small tree with low-hanging fruit was growing. Susannah immediately 

ran out to it. Elsewhere, the snowy flakes continued to swirl, but not a single one landed on 

this bright patch of ground, which was covered in sand. The sun beamed down on 

Susannah-so hard, 

in fact, that she was hot! Sweating hot! Half-buried by her feet were a plastic shovel and 

pail. She couldn't believe it. A small slice of the tropical holiday she had been missing had 

landed right behind her house. She ran inside for her bathing suit. 

 

For the next few hours, while Grandma lay dozing, Susannah sprawled out on her own little 

beach. At first, she could not stop smiling. She giddily stretched out her limbs and moved 

them back and forth, making a snow angel-no, a sand angel! She read a bit of a book. She 

picked a few oranges and unpeeled them one by one. She dug holes and then filled them 

in again. After that, she didn't quite know what to do. Apparently, the pleasures of the warm 

sand beach were a lot less fun when there was no one around to share them with. 

Susannah would have woken her grandmother, but she remembered that Grandma didn't 

much care for the sun. She had spent the family's entire Florida vacation under both an 

umbrella and a huge- brimmed hat. Besides, the sunny space wasn't big enough for two. 

 

By late afternoon, Susannah wasn't feeling very well. Her mother hadn't been around to 

lather her in suntan lotion and her skin had turned a very dark shade of pink. She had 

eaten so many sickly sweet oranges that she now had a stomachache. She had gotten 

some sand in her eye and had to blink furiously to get it out. The sun was strong and 

unrelenting. She glanced over to the other side of the yard. She was reluctant to admit it, 

even to herself, but the snow looked sort of...refreshing. She imagined racing her siblings 

to the bottom of that frosted mountain. Perhaps skiing with her family wouldn't have been 
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so terrible? She was flushed and bored, but most of all she missed them.  

 

She trudged inside, showered the sweat and the sand off of her body and then joined her 

Grandma, who had finally awoken, at the table. "My dear! However did you manage to 

get that awful sunburn?" her grandmother wailed. Susannah just shrugged. She wasn't 

very hungry, but she managed to pack in some forkfuls of spaghetti and three meatballs. 

Before bed, she crept over to the backdoor and peered out. The sand, the tree, the 

bucket-all were gone. Susannah began to think that she had imagined it. She wasn't that 

disappointed. Her brother and sister would be back in the morning and she badly wanted 

to play with them. 

 

Even if it meant being chilly. 
 

 

The car pulled into the driveway. Susannah was up with a start, and she charged 

downstairs. She welcomed both of her parents home with hugs and gave one to her 

grandmother, too, who was preparing to leave. Then, as her mother began to ready 

breakfast, she pulled on her snowsuit and joined her siblings in the back. They were 

sculpting animals-a caterpillar with snowy lumps for a body; a fish with a three-dimensional 

fin-and they were surprised to see her there. She dropped to her knees, without 

explanation, and began to work. Her hat was pulled low over her ears, her mittens were 

lined with wool, and suddenly her sister's hand was over hers, helping to smooth out the 

fish's curved tail. She could wait for summer. She was warm enough.
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1. What season does Susannah dislike at the beginning of the story? 

A. spring 

B. summer 

C. fall 

D. winter 

 
2. Where do the main events of this story take place? 

A. in Susannah's home and yard in Montreal 

B. at Susannah's school in Montreal 

C. in Florida on a vacation that Susannah's family takes 

D. at a ski hill that Susannah's family visits 

 
3. Susannah does not like being outside in the snow. 

 
What evidence from the story supports this statement? 

 

A. Susannah built a sandcastle on the beach in Florida. 

B. Susannah refuses to go skiing with her family. 

C. Susannah decides not to wake up her grandmother. 

D. Susannah helps her sister make a fish out of snow. 

 
4. Why does Susannah like spending the winter in Florida more than in Montreal? 

A. Florida is colder than Montreal and gets more snow. 

B. Florida is warmer than Montreal and gets less snow. 

C. The orange juice in Florida is better than the hot chocolate in Montreal. 

D. Susannah gets along better with her siblings in Florida than she does in Montreal. 
 

5. What is this story mainly about? 

A. a girl whose favorite time of year changes from winter to summer 

B. a girl who has always loved winter because of the snow and ski trips she takes 

with her family 

C. a girl who wants to move to Florida to get away from her family because she does 

not enjoy playing with her siblings 

D. a girl who realizes that being with her siblings in the cold snow is better than 

being alone in warm weather 
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6. Read the following sentences: "The snow began to fall early this year, in 

November, before Susannah even had a chance to bring her puffed-up purple winter 

coat out of the closet. It did not stop. Cold white confetti came down on the city of 

Montreal morning, noon, and night. " 

 

What does the phrase cold white confetti refer to? 

A. paper that Susannah is tearing into pieces 

B. the stuffing inside Susannah's winter coat 

C. the city of Montreal 

D. the falling snow 

 
7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below. 

 
One corner of Susannah's yard is green and hot  the rest of the yard is 

covered in snow. 

A. also 

B. because 

C. although 

D. therefore 

 
8. Describe how Susannah feels about winter and snow by the end of the story. 
 

______________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

 
9. At first, Susannah enjoys her secret beach in the corner of the yard. Why does 

she feel unhappy with her time on her beach by the late afternoon? Support your 

answer with three details from the text. 

 

______________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 
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10. Read the following sentences about Susannah from the end of the story: 

 
"Her hat was pulled low over her ears, her mittens were lined with wool, and suddenly 

her sister's hand was over hers, helping to smooth out the fish's curved tail. She could 

wait for summer. She was warm enough." 

 

Explain why Susannah would feel "warm enough" even though she was still playing in 

the cold snow. 

 

 _______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 
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  GRAMMAR 

Circle the correct word in this sentence. 

Those are my cakes over there/ their / they’re. 

 

Insert the comma in this sentence.  

Mr Said bought cakes biscuits and chocolate for the staff meeting.  

 

Underline the relative pronoun in this sentence. 

The cat, which was sitting on the fence, had brown spots on his coat.  

 

Add a comma in the correct place.  

After eating dinner I want to play Animal Crossing.  
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SPELLING 

Practise each word using a spelling staircase. Choose two and write their definitions. Choose two to write in 

sentences. 

eighth   enough 

exercise  experience 

experiment  extreme 

famous   favourite 

February  forward 
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WRITING 

Write a story opener inspired by this picture. It should only be about 10 lines, and it needs to hook the reader 

in and build anticipation for you story. 

 

Remember to include: 

• A range of sentence starters 

• A mix of long and short sentences 

• Expanded noun phrases 

• Similes and metaphors to add description 

• Parenthesis using dashes, commas or brackets. 
 

Stretch: If this picture was at the end of the story, what might have happened? Where is the boy? 

Where has he been? How does he feel about it?  
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Arithmetic - Lesson 4 

LO: To divide numbers up to 4 digits by a 1-digit number. 

Pracitse: 

1)  22 ÷ 11 = 

2)  72 ÷ 9 = 

3)  96 ÷ 8 = 

4)  21 ÷ 3 = 

5)  36 ÷ 6 = 

  

Use the squared paper to show your working out 

Task 1: 

1)  8064 ÷2 

2)  3697 ÷ 3 

3)  6249 ÷ 2 
4)  4866 ÷ 4 

Task 2: 

1)  5781 ÷ 5 
2)  8602 ÷ 6 
3)  7252 ÷ 8 
4)  5452 ÷ 7 

Task 3:  

1)  1927 ÷ 3 
2)  6540 ÷ 9 
3)  1340 ÷ 6 
4)  7365 ÷ 4 
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Task 4: 

What are the missing digits? 

      

 

 

  ³3 ¹0 ²1 4 

1       8              5    r  

¹6 ²7 7 

  1      2      3       9     r 

   6 6 
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Reasoning - Day 4 – Multiply 3 digits by 2 digits 

Part A 
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Part B 

 

_____________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Part C 
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_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 
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Pack 2 Day 5 
Please submit photographs of any tasks ticked in the right column to your child’s class teacher. 

 
6 Nottingham, Mr. Holmes, r.holmes@kingsolomonacademy.org 

6 Plymouth, Mr. Quinn, d.quinn@kingsolomonacademy.org 
6 Birmingham, Ms. Thomas, m.thomas@kingsolomonacademy.org 
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Page 

numbers 
✓ 

Completed 
✓Photo 

submission 

Reading Grown Up 71  ✓  

Grammar Grammar tasks 74   

Writing Poetry Writing 75   

Spelling Spelling practise 76   

TTRS Times Table Rockstars Online N/A   

Arithmetic Quiz time! 77   

Reasoning Multiply 4-digits by 2-digits 81   

Music Composition and Performance 83   

Art Mark making 86   
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Reading - Day 5 

Grown Up 
 

I used to be a superhero, 

Soaring high from tree to tree. 

With a cape around my shoulders, 

I was as happy as could be. 

 

"Grow up," my brother said. 

 
By four, I'd made a rocket ship. 

It took me all the way to Mars. 

It started out as a cardboard box, 

Before I steered it to the stars. 

 

"Grow up," my sister said. 

 
At five, I could read and write 

in every language ever heard. 

The pictures gave me all I needed. 

And crayon scrawls stood in for words. 

 

"Grow up," my best friend said. 

 
At six, I put my cape away. 

At seven, a box was just a box. 

By eight, I read and wrote with ease. 

I could tell the time on clocks. 

 

"You're growing up," my mother said. 

 
I miss my cape. Sometimes I think 

that boxes still could make cool forts. 

But I have no time for make believe 

I'm busy writing school reports. 

 

I don't always like being grown up. 
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1. According to the passage, what did the child do at age six? 

A. pretended to be a superhero 

B. put the cape away 

C. wrote school reports 

D. made a rocket ship 

 
2. Read the first stanza of the poem: 

 
I used to be a superhero, 

Soaring from tree to tree 

With a cape around my shoulders 

I was as happy as could be 

As described in this stanza, what is the author trying to convey? 

A. that climbing trees is easy for the child in the poem 

B. why kids like to imagine they are superheroes 

C. the magical world of pretend play 

D. how tall trees seem to a small child 

 
3. By the end of the poem, how do you think the child feels about growing up? 

A. a little sad 

B. bored 

C. worried about the future 

D. happy 
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4. Read the following sentence from the passage: "By eight, I read and wrote 

with ease." 

 

In this sentence, the word ease means 

A. humor 

B. much trouble 

C. crayons 

D. little difficulty 

 
5. The central idea of this poem is to show 

A. that some kids never stop playing make-believe 

B. the child's skills at different ages 

C. how tough growing up can be 

D. who the child's family and friends are 

 
6. How does the author convey the passage of time in the poem? 

 
_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 
7. What is the message of the poem? How does the writer use the cardboard box 

to convey that message? 

 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

8. The question below is an incomplete sentence. Choose the word that best 

completes the sentence. 
 

  , the child in the poem thinks imaginatively by pretending to be a superhero. 

A. Although 

B. Like 

C. After 

D. For example 
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  GRAMMAR 

Circle the correct word in this sentence. 

Don’t touch those, their/ they’re / there mine!  

 

Insert the comma in this sentence.  

Last week I went to the supermarket to buy cake ingredients 

 

Add the missing comma in this sentence.  

My birthday, which is next week is going to be very strange. 

 

Write this sentence correctly.  

mr david is a teacher at ark john keats school which is in enfield 
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SPELLING 

Practise each word using a spelling staircase. Choose two and write their definitions. Choose two to write in 

sentences. 

fruit  grammar 

group  guard 

guide  heard 

heart  height 

history  imagine 
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WRITING 

This is a poem about growing up and becoming an adult. Can you write a poem about how you’ve grown up 

and changed so far? 

 

If you get stuck, you could make your poem an acrostic and use the first letters of the words ‘GROWING UP’ to 

help you! 

 

You could also use rhyme, alliteration and rhythm in your poem!  
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Arithmetic Lesson 5 QUIZ TIME:  

LO: To apply my learning in an arithmetic quiz.  
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Reasoning - Day 5 – Multiply 4 digits by 2 digits 

Part A 

 

Part B 

 

Part C 
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Music Lesson 2: Composition and Performance 

 

To compose means to write your own music.  

 
TASK 1: Symbols 
 
Create 3 symbols and draw them in the box below. 
 
My example:      Draw your 3 symbols here: 
 

 
 
 

TASK 2: KEY 
 
Create a key. A key explains what musical sound your symbols represent. 
Think of sounds you can create with your body e.g clapping 
 
My example: 

              
    = sing single note  
  
                
 = clap  
  
               
  = click  
 
 

 
 
Draw your key here: 
 

Symbol  Musical sound the symbol represents 
  

  

  

 
 
 

TASK 3: COMPOSITION GRID 
 
Fill in each square of your composition grid with a mixture of your 3 symbols. You can put 1 or 2 symbols in each box. 
 
My example: 
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Fill in the composition grid below: 
 

        

        

        

        

 

 
TASK 4: PERFORMANCE 

• Each box represents a 1-beat note (crotchet)  

• If there are 2 symbols in a box, they are even, ½ beat notes (quavers).  

• Perform each sound in your composition grid from left to right, top row to bottom row. 

• Ask your parent/carer to video your performance and email the video to Miss Faleiro 

b.faleiro@kingsolomonacademy.org  

mailto:b.faleiro@kingsolomonacademy.org
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CHALLENGE TASKS: 
• Flip your composition around 90 degrees to create a whole new composition!  

• Ask your parent/carer/sibling to perform the original whilst you perform the variation  

• Create more than just three sounds  

• Draw a bigger composition grid                      
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